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Visual Arts
Hello Parents,

Thank you for your patience with the Arts and Specials Newsletter as the
classes have been busy finishing up all of their projects for our hallway display.
This past term in art the students have been engaged in activities along with
the theme of “Nuestro Planeta”, where students have explored and observed
their own environment, while eventually studying the habitat and geography
of specific South American wildlife.
Through observational sketching, photo analysis, demonstration, and art
making, students learned of the natural habit of a different continent, as well as
created their own 2-D and 3-D recyclable works of art based on this
knowledge. Students investigated the proper process and techniques, as well
as color theory concepts in which artists can utilize to produce their art pieces.
Each of my lessons focuses on collaborative learning techniques, where
students will hopefully learn the importance of effective communication,
patience, and persistence through the art making process.
I am impressed with their efforts so far and look forward to displaying more of
their wonderful work!

– Miss Lisa







Main Objectives Covered:
“How can artists record what they find in
nature”?
Students were taken outside to our HoLa
Garden to create their own nature
sketches in their sketchbooks. They were
encouraged to observe and capture the
lines, shapes, and colors that they were
seeing.
Focusing on color theory concepts, each
class concentrated on one area of South
America and created 3-dimensional
sculptures from recycled materials of a
creature native to that area.
Student’s artwork was displayed to
create a recycled tropical rainforest!
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Visual Arts Special Projects
Students who put forth a worthy effort during
our regular class period and who exhibit
cooperative classroom behavior may be asked
from time to time to work on additional art
projects for our school during the student’s
free time.
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Art Themes













   

  




Relating to the
school’s theme
of “Nuestro
Planeta”, students engaged in activities prepared by
special guest speakers, Miss Julie & Miss Lisa every
Thursday & Friday from September through October.
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